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Single molecule and single cell are the basic units in the process of biological 
systems.Molecular and cellular difference are important factors determiningthe 
response and activity of life.Therefore, it is necessary to explore the nature of life 
activity at the singlemolecule and single-cell level.Distinguished from the traditional 
research objects, single molecule andsingle cell research need more accurate 
platformto avoid the interference of the background, improve the signal to noise ratio. 
Microfluidic chip also known as the lab-on-a-chip, is a novel technology that can 
miniaturize and integrate the experiment process. The innate characteristics of rapid 
response, minute size,excellent signal-to-noise ratio, high throughput and low reagent 
comsuption are consistent with the requirement of single-molecule and sing-cell 
analysisl. As a result, microfluidic chip has been widely developedin single-molecule 
and single-cell study. 
Although microfluidic platform has shown a great application value and 
practicability in singlemolecule and single-cell analysis, disadvantages of traditional 
microfluidic platform including expensive sampling system, complex droplet 
generation operation, troublesome product recovery, high dead-volume, and and low 
capture efficiency of single cell remain to overcome. These problems have limited the 
development of single-molecule and single-cell analysis. These thesis attempt to 
address these problems by working on the following three projects.  
(1) Single-molecule amplification and its application in digital detection and 
functional product analysis  
Droplet Microfluidic technology has been shown a powerful application in 
single-molecule amplification. Microfluidic chip reduces the cavity volume of 
nucleotide amplification and improves the throughput of reaction cavity that make the 
digital detection of nucleotide possible.To overcome the limitation of existencing 

















accumulation, low compatibility of other detection device and difficulty in droplet 
recovery due to solvent floatation and droplet fusion. We developeda high-throughput 
droplet generation microarray chip,in order to achieve single-moleculeamplification 
and digital detection of ultra low concentrations of nucleic acids. Using this chip, the 
monoclonal amplificated products have been recovered, stored and recovered for 
subsequent analysis. The feasibility for functional analysis of monoclonal products 
were further demonstrated. 
(2)Pump-free microfluidic chip for high throughput drolet generation 
Microfluidic droplets proved to have a great potential in single-molecule and 
sing-cell analysis. Currentdroplet microfluidics techniques, which based on water as 
the reaction carrier are facing some limitations, such as the requirement for highly 
precise syringe pump for droplet generation, That greatly increases the cost and 
complexity of droplet generation system, and limited the application of droplets in 
biological analysis.To address these challenges, we developed two novel methods to 
droplet generation by means of centrifugal control of the liquid and by pressing the 
liquid into PDMS array. The centrifugal method, through the structure of oil-water 
contact point, the surface tension of liquid in oil promotes droplet generation. The 
advantages of this method, such as simple to operate, uniform and controllable droplet 
generation, low dead volume, overcome drawbacks of the traditional methodBy 
utilizing agarose sol-gel transition on a prefabricated PDMS microwells array, a 
press-type agarose droplet generation method was developed to synthesize 
size-tunableuniform droplets with high throughput. More importantly, PDMS array 
fixed droplet to solve the traditional shortcoming as difficult in long-trem observation 
of specific droplets when droplet in oil was floating. In addition, using agarose sol-gel 
transition, we achieve the purpose of further analysis of the droplet and recovery of 
samples. 
(3)High efficiency single cell capture microfluidic chip based on 
hydrodynamics 
High throughput separation and capture of single cell ischallenging task, Single 

















efficiently separated and captured.To solve these problems, we designed a single-cell 
capture chip with the advantages of simple operation, high capture efficiency, and 
high speed. Through the calculation of hydrodynamicsto optimize structure of the 
chip, cell capture efficiency up to 91%, single cell capture efficiency up to 70% were 
achieved. This capture method is potentially useful for sinlge-cell analysis. 
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